
Call numbers: Exercises 
Robin Fay 2019 

What interests me  



Knowing that 921 in 
Dewey is for 
biographies, how 
would you class in LC 
Genius: the life and 
science of Richard 
Feynman? 

1. Look for scientist 
biographies 
subjects and class 

2. Class in general 
biographies 

3. Class in PS for 
American writers 

Exercise 1 



Knowing that 921 in 
Dewey is for 
biographies, how 
would you class 
Genius: the life and 
science of Richard 
Feynman? 

1. Look for scientist 
biographies 
subjects and class 

2. Class in general 
biographies 

3. Class in PS for 
American writers 

Exercise 1: Answer 



How would you class 
Genius (DVD)? 

1. Class in subject 
and cutter  

2. Class in a local 
call number only  

3. 1 and 2 are both 
correct 

Exercise 2 



How would you class 
Genius (DVD)? 

1. Class in subject 
and cutter  

2. Class in a local 
call number only  

3. 1 and 2 are both 
correct 

Exercise 2: Answer 



 

  
 

 

ROBIN FAY @GEORGIAWEBGURL 

Book title: ZZ is for zzz..  
 
A new book, unknown, Sue Grafton book is published. Where would 
you class this book? What would be the base call number? 
 

Trivia: “Line breaks” in a call 
number label often correspond 
to subfields in the MARC 
record. 

Exercise 3 



 

  
 

 

ROBIN FAY @GEORGIAWEBGURL 

Book title: ZZ is for zzz..  
 
PS3557.R13 (PS3557 is also acceptable, although 
the complete class with first cutter is PS335.R13) 
 

Trivia: “Line breaks” in a call 
number label often correspond 
to subfields in the MARC 
record. 

Exercise 3: Answer 



 

  
 

 

ROBIN FAY @GEORGIAWEBGURL 

Book title: ZZ is for zzz..  
 
Would you create a second cutter for this title? If so, 
what would it be? (LC Cutter Table Simplified is on 
the next page) 

Trivia: “Line breaks” in a call 
number label often correspond 
to subfields in the MARC 
record. 

Exercise 4 



 

  
 

 

ROBIN FAY @GEORGIAWEBGURL 

Book title: ZZ is for zzz..  
 
Would you create a second cutter for this title? If so, 
what would it be? (LC Cutter Table Simplified is on 
the next page) 

Exercise 4 



 

  
 

 

ROBIN FAY @GEORGIAWEBGURL 

Book title: ZZ is for zzz..  
 
Yes. Z99 
 

Trivia: “Line breaks” in a call 
number label often correspond 
to subfields in the MARC 
record. 

Exercise 4: Answer 



 

  
 

 

ROBIN FAY @GEORGIAWEBGURL 

Book title: ZZ is for zzz..  
 
This book is published in 2019. So, what would the full call 
number be in a MARC formatted field? 
 

Trivia: “Line breaks” in a call 
number label often correspond 
to subfields in the MARC 
record. 

Exercise 5 



 

  
 

 

ROBIN FAY @GEORGIAWEBGURL 

Book title: ZZ is for zzz..  
 

This book is published in 2019. So, 
what would the full call number be in a 
MARC formatted field? 
 
050 04 $a PS3557.R13 $b Z99 2019 
 

Some systems omit the $a so it 
is ok to omit in exercises.  
Bonus points are including 
indicators! 

Exercise 5 



 

  
 

 

ROBIN FAY @GEORGIAWEBGURL 

Book title: ZZ is for zzz..  
Sue Grafton 
Publication date: 2019 
Large print edition 
 

You have a different edition of the 
same exact title published in the 
same year!! How would you solve 
this issue in the call number?  

Exercise 6 



 

  
 

 

ROBIN FAY @GEORGIAWEBGURL 

Book title: ZZ is for zzz..  
Sue Grafton 
Publication date: 2019 
Large print edition 
 

Assign a mark to the date; the first 
alphabetical character not already 
used starting with b. (Any answer 
after b is ok, assuming that you 
have previous editions labeled with 
earlier characters) 

Exercise 6: Answer 



 

  
 

 

ROBIN FAY @GEORGIAWEBGURL 

Book title: ZZ is for zzz..  
Sue Grafton 
Publication date: 2019 
Spanish language edition 
 

You have a 
translation of ZZ is 
for zzz… Would 
you do anything 
different in the call 
number? 

Exercise 7 



 

  
 

 

ROBIN FAY @GEORGIAWEBGURL 

Book title: ZZ is for zzz..  
Sue Grafton 
Publication date: 2019 
Spanish language edition 
 

050 04 $a PS3557.R13 $b Z9918 2019 

Exercise 7 

Remember you would need to 
add some other information in 
the record for translations 
including a 240 and 041. 
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